Reporting on
Classrooms and Teaching

A PRIMER FOR JOURNALISTS

Journalists are focusing more on teacher quality than ever,
especially since the No Child Left Behind Act became law in 2002.
The law required states to determine which teachers were “highly
qualified,” the term used in the law. This publication is not about
such policies, important as they are. It’s about encouraging
journalists to visit classrooms and to give them some tips on what
to look for when they’re there.
The Hechinger Institute on Education and the Media at Teachers
College in New York City is dedicated to helping journalists
produce fair, accurate and insightful reporting on education.
Before becoming the Institute’s director, I was an education writer
at the Los Angeles Times and other newspapers and magazines,
and I always found the most compelling human dramas in classrooms. The key roles in those dramas are played by teachers and
students. And, like a theater critic, an education reporter needs to
know what he or she is looking at.
Classrooms are complex environments – and good classrooms are
more complex than bad ones. We want journalists to recognize
that it takes more than just passion and charisma to make a great
teacher and that popularity isn’t the best criteria for judging
teaching quality. Journalists who are better observers of teaching
will ask better questions of the experts – the teachers whose
classrooms they visit.
This primer is supported by the Cotsen Family Foundation of Los
Angeles, dedicated to what it calls “the art of teaching.” The foundation identifies very good teachers and helps them reach for an
even more demanding standard: to become truly great. In addition to this primer, the Hechinger Institute has collaborated with
the foundation on a Web site that uses videos, commentaries, and
other resources to help journalists recognize great teaching. The
Web site can be found at http://cotsen.org/cotsen-hechinger.
This resource is unique, the videos brief, the commentaries helpful. The two tools will help journalists produce better stories and
write more about why good teaching is so important – especially
for those kids who see very little of it. More coverage will lead, I
think, to greater public understanding. Shouldn’t that be what
motivates journalists?
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To Write About Teaching, Keep Your Eyes and Ears Open
Focus on the classroom, the lives of students and teachers, and the interchange between them.
By Mike Rose
“Detail,” wrote Beat novelist Jack Kerouac, “is the life
of literature.” And of education, as well: Detail can not
only animate an education story, but provide insight
into the thought processes of students and teachers.
These days, talk of teaching and learning is dominated by test scores, rankings, standards and guidelines,
and about how student transience and socioeconomic
status correlate with achievement. Such data are important but not the key to getting at what goes on in
schools. For that, reporters need to use their training to
keep their eyes and ears open – and focus on the transaction between student and teacher. Let me suggest
four prisms for observation: the classroom itself, the
ways teachers talk to students, the lives of students and
the lives of teachers.

my sketch, Mrs. Castro had positioned her desk (“the
teacher’s workshop,” she called it, revealing in itself) so
that she could survey the room while privately attending to the student sitting alongside her. Finally, there
was Mrs. Castro’s skill in using meager materials – old
tape recorders; unmatched encyclopedia volumes;
small, wobbly tables – to fashion a vibrant classroom.
Scientists sometimes say that nothing interesting
goes on in a neat laboratory. I think the same could be
said of classrooms. Look for the physical residue of
learning. Are any books lying around open, and do you
see them in places other than the bookshelf – for example, by the science displays or the plants and animals, if
the classroom has them? Are there scraps of paper here
and there with writing on them? What about the remnants of projects? Here’s a snapshot from a first-grade
classroom in Baltimore:
The table itself was small and cluttered with the remnants of experiments past, the messiness of good science.
There was a cluster of acorns and orange and yellow
gourds, the head of a big sunflower, a bird’s nest, some
stray twigs, the corpse of a newt – carefully laid out on
cardboard and labeled – five or six small magnifying
glasses, several Audubon Pocket Guides, and a pile of
crisp maple leaves.

The room. Classrooms are so familiar to us that
we can easily miss the significance of obvious things,
like how desks or tables are arranged. So, Suggestion
One: follow the anthropologist’s adage and try to make
the classroom strange, unfamiliar.
I begin by sketching the room in my notes, starting
at the door; sometimes, I’ll even take a photograph. I
focus on details that reveal something about a teacher’s
creativity and resourcefulness. For instance, in a thirdgrade bilingual classroom in the California border town
of Calexico, teacher Elena Castro had set up learning
stations – math, reading, art, etc. From the arrangement, I could see that a student’s day would mix wholeclass instruction with rotation through the stations. I
was struck by the way every part of the room had a purpose and enabled students to explore their interests and
access areas where they needed help. Also, clear from

Teacher talk. As a teacher myself, I’m fascinated
by the way talk can impede or advance learning. Watch
how a teacher models the analysis of a problem. Does
he think out loud? Walk the student through the
process? Or simply tell the student what to do? Here’s
an example from an electrical wiring class in Phoenix:
Hector, in a quarter-twist of his torso, arms over his
head, is trying to fasten a conduit strap into tight quarters. “Mr. Padilla,” he moans, “the screw won’t go in.
Dang. I can’t get leverage!” Jim Padilla rests his foot on
the bottom rung of the ladder, one hand on the rail,
watching. “Try a smaller screwdriver, Hector.” Then,
“Turn the hammer sideways.” Then, “No? Well start
the hole with a nail.” Mr. Padilla intersperses these suggestions with homilies and exhortations: “Hector, there’s
more than one way to get milk from a cow, verdad?”
And, “I’m not gonna let you give up.” And, eventually,
Hector does get the vexing strap affixed.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Studies have found that the most common form of
teacher-student interaction is this: The teacher asks a
question, often factual (“Is freedom of speech a guaranteed right?”), a student answers (“Yes, it’s in the Bill of
Rights.”) and the teacher evaluates (“That’s correct.”).
This kind of questioning has its place, but if it predominates, learning, not to mention classroom vitality, is
narrowed. Look for questioning that is interactive and
opens up a wider range of thinking.
An ongoing study of mathematics instruction at
UCLA is demonstrating that it’s not so much the
teacher’s immediate response that counts – e.g., “How
did you get that answer?” – but the question that comes
after the student has explained her answer. I try to keep
a record of the kinds of questions a teacher asks and get
a sense of sequence. Rich questioning and exchange signals a teacher’s respect for students, and students pick
that up; in my experience, the students then mirror that
respect for each other. Intellectual respect is a wonderful topic to write about. See if you can sense it – or its
absence – in the air.
The students. Whatever you do, make sure to
spend time with students. Find out about their responsibilities and duties in jobs, hobbies, church and home.
Ask what languages they speak, whether they’ve
migrated, if they travel, what kind of knowledge they’re
exposed to at home, from child-rearing practices to
craft traditions to parents’ talk about work. I’m always
curious whether they have opportunities in the classroom to use the skills and knowledge they develop outside of school. Conversely, I want to know if they have
opportunities to use school knowledge out in the world,
bringing a new perspective to the familiar.
Try to talk with students while they’re working on
something; general questions about schooling will likely
elicit the generic “It’s boring” or “It’s OK.” But if you can
get students to talk about what they’re doing while they’re
doing it, you might get some insight into learning.
The teacher. Teaching is such a familiar occupation – we’ve all been exposed to lots of it – that we can
fall into the trap of thinly representing the work, missing some of the skill involved. So, as with classrooms, I
recommend the anthropologist’s strategy of making the
familiar strange.
First, ask yourself what it would require to do what
you’re observing. Take, for example, the work of the
primary teacher. Most depictions address her kindness
and patience, or her nice way with children, or the
problems the children bring into the classroom. But few
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focus on the work’s cognitive demands and complex
interactions. Here’s a moment from a primary grade in
Los Angeles:
Ms. Cowan was all over the floor, on her haunches,
kneeling, turning quickly on her knees, stretching backward, extending her line of sight. “Count those out,
Joey.” “Watch, Sebastian, what happens when I do this.”
“Mantas, show Brittany what you just did.” It is
remarkable, this ability that good primary teachers
have: to take in a room in a glance, to assess in a heartbeat, to, with a word to two, provide feedback, make a
connection, pull a child into a task.
Second, ask teachers about specific classroom
events. “I was interested in that question you asked,”
you might say. “What were you trying to achieve with
it?” Or, “Is there something about that student that led
you to ask it?” Or “I saw this, what do you make of it?
Do you remember what you were thinking?” Questions
like these can reveal teachers’ broad strategies and
goals, give insight into their moment-to-moment decisions and reveal their underlying values and beliefs.
Third, explore these values by asking teachers about
their own histories, particularly what school was like for
them. I also find it fruitful to ask about their first year
of teaching: the big surprises and revelations, the crucial
role an older teacher played. I’m interested, too, in the
things they struggle with, their professional dilemmas,
or the kid who has them tied up in knots.
I find these stories compelling, especially the ways
teachers’ histories and experiences interact with the
work they do in the classroom. There are all sorts of
human interest moments – a teacher’s first-year hell, a
teacher going back to work in his community – but I
also look for intellectual and ideological complexity: the
teacher trying to reconcile her fundamentalist religious
beliefs with Darwin, the teacher who creatively integrates into her curriculum standardized tests that she
deplores. These are stories worth telling. ᔢ
Mike Rose is a professor of social research methodology
at the UCLA Graduate School of
Education and Information Studies
and a nationally recognized expert on
language and literacy. The examples
come from his book “Possible Lives:
The Promise of Public Education in
America” (Penguin 1996/2007).
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How to Get Gun-Shy Schools to Open Their Doors
Armed with knowledge and good will, reporters can find their way inside the classroom.
By Dale Mezzacappa
Journalists on the education beat often think they are
caught in a bind: Educators complain reporters don’t
write enough about the good things happening in
schools. But these same educators resist or even refuse
to let reporters spend much time in their buildings.
Educators have a different point of view. They say
they are always telling reporters about programs, initiatives, and events worth writing about. They say
reporters aren’t interested, preferring to focus on controversy, conflict, and mistakes.
The result: a tug of war that too rarely results in indepth reporting on the primary business of schools:
teaching and learning.
But there are ways to break that impasse. For
starters, reporters need to be knowledgeable about district policies and mindful of a tightening net of privacy
concerns and security issues surrounding children.
Demonstrating that they’ve made an effort to learn
about teaching and learning helps as well. Beyond that,
they need to work hard at developing good relationships with teachers and principals and gaining their
trust with complete and balanced reporting.
By concentrating on teaching and learning, journalists can blunt the adversarial edge that puts educators
on the defensive and still write revealing, interesting,
and hard-hitting stories. And those stories can be useful
in building the relationships necessary to maintain
access during a breaking news story or a crisis.
“We’re craving to get more coverage so people can
understand what’s happening inside our classrooms or
in our special programs,” said Don Phillips, superintendent of the Poway Unified School District in San
Diego and the president of the National Suburban
Superintendents Association. “Newspapers tend not to
want to report on everyday teaching and learning activities.”
Some school leaders say that they would like to see
more reporting on the instructional process. But they
are wary of a classroom visit offering a snapshot that’s
unflattering. Permitting the sort of long-term access
that a more ambitious project requires poses risks as
well. If something untoward and unpredictable does
happen, will the entire story be hijacked?
“There’s always a risk,” said Rich Bagin of the
National School Public Relations Association. “We tell

people when we train them, if an article is more investigative or long term, there’s always a chance other happenings may occur that skew what the whole thing will
be about.”
Erin Einhorn, who covers the city schools for the
New York Daily News, said that principals are generally
suspicious of her, even if she’s proposing a feature story.
Covering a district with 1,451 schools, each one of them
with a school police officer barring the door, presents a
special challenge. When news breaks, it usually means
waiting outside and grabbing parents and students as
they leave. Even then, sometimes, the school police will
call the NYPD and threaten arrest unless she leaves the
sidewalk.
New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg has given
principals unprecedented authority over their own
school buildings. Yet most principals say that they have
to first get permission from the central office before
speaking with Einhorn.
Among principals and superintendents, there are
widely diverging views and attitudes toward the press,
often depending on their prior experiences and personalities, and the character of their districts. But even
where educators are willing, the logistics of access to
schools have never been more intricate.
First, there are student privacy issues. For decades,
out of concern that some students’ whereabouts should
not be made public because of domestic or custody
problems, many districts have required parents to sign a
document permitting their children to be photographed and interviewed. Generally, these forms are
sent home at the beginning of the year and the
responses kept on file at the school.
The Internet adds a whole new dimension to privacy concerns. More and more parents are refusing to
consent to photographs or interviews, fearing their
child will become vulnerable to predators or that his or
her picture could wind up on a pornographic Web site.
“We have a couple every year, situations where parents came and were upset even though the stories had
not been negative or cast a negative light on their children in any way,” said Cecilia Cummings, chief communications officer of the Philadelphia school district.
“They were upset their children’s name or photos had
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
appeared in a newspaper.”
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While these fears may seem overblown, they present
journalists with real challenges. “I’ve found that schools
that have no issues with me being there with a photographer freak out when they think we’ll put kids’ pictures
and IDs on the Web,” said Randi Weiner, the senior
education reporter at The Journal News in Rockland
County, N.Y. “I’ve had access pulled – or threatened
to be pulled – because of it, even for so-called ‘good
news’ stories.”
Second, there are security issues. Unfettered access
to schools to wander halls and enter classrooms at will
once was common but now is rare. Like other public
agencies, schools have tightened access since
Columbine and 9/11, and reporters are usually treated
like anyone else. “Some reporters think that following
protocol is a waste of time, but schools are cracking
down on this,” said Bagin, of the school public relations
association.
Third, in most states reporters have no more right
to be in a school than any other member of the public.
(Check the rules for your state. Some states grant journalists greater access.) The Freedom of Information Act
is no help; the prevailing case law focuses on the school
district’s responsibility to protect children. And courts
also have upheld a principal’s right to deny access if he
or she feels it will be disruptive to learning, a category
open to broad interpretation.
Reporters should also shake the mindset that if a
district is looking for coverage of a particular program,
it can’t be a good story. Often it is, and can lead to even
better ones.
Here are some press organizations that can help
journalists with access issues:
www.ewa.org

Education Writers Association

www.ire.org

Investigative Reporters and Editors

www.rcfp.org

Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press

www.spj.org

The Society for Professional Journalists

www.splc.org

Student Press Law Center

Sites from education organizations that bolster the
argument for access:
www.nsba.org/site/docs/34700/34647.pdf

National School Boards Association publication on marketing urban
education
www.aasa.org/publications/content.cfm?ItemNumber=8468
(or http://tinyurl.com/2lf2e8)

Advice from American Association of School Administrators officer and
school Superintendent Mark Keen to his peers on why it is important to
grant journalists access.
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Phillips, of Poway Unified, says his district has
been using a program called AVID to help prepare
some of its most disadvantaged students for college. He
has been disappointed that there hasn’t been more
interest in writing about the struggles those students
face and the district’s efforts to help them succeed.
“If a reporter wanted to [shadow] a student for a
week, to live life through the eyes of a student, we’d
work to make that happen,” he said.
Other tips from reporters and school officials:
ᔡ Ask if the list of students who cannot be interviewed or photographed is up to date. That way the
district cannot deny access after the fact.
ᔡ Never breach a promise not to photograph or
interview a child on the list; be vigilant to prevent
mistakes.
ᔡ Sit down with superintendents or principals at the
beginning of the year and go over possible stories
that focus on teaching and learning. If a principal
has a pet program, use it to get to know teachers
and make a larger point about instruction.
ᔡ If teachers or principals protest that the story will
be disruptive to the educational process, do the
reporting first and have the photographer come in
later.
ᔡ Show skittish principals and teachers samples of
your work.
ᔡ When granted access for a particular story, don’t
veer off and write about something else. Short of a
murder, the arrest of a teacher or a mass brawl,
there are few things that would require dropping
everything and changing direction. On the other
hand, keep your eyes and ears open for other stories, including teachers teaching out of field, useless study halls, draconian discipline policies, and
so forth. Be upfront about wanting to do more
reporting on those issues.
The interest of the journalists and educators will
never be exactly the same. But the good news is that
reporting on classroom activities can be where the
interests they have in common intersect most often, if
reporters know how to take advantage of their access ᔢ.
Dale Mezzacappa is an award-winning journalist who covered education for the Philadelphia Inquirer
for 20 years. She left the paper in
2006.
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To Witness the Magic of Learning, Find a Classroom
Educational success–and failure–are often easier to observe than to measure.
By Samuel G. Freedman
Midway through a December morning, I eased into
Gary Wieland’s third-grade classroom at McNair Elementary School. From years of making such entrances,
I knew how to move the door hinges slowly so they
wouldn’t creak, how to slide along the wall until I found
an empty seat, how to position myself in the rear of the
room. That way, I could see the students more easily
than they could see me.
Gary Wieland was a lean and rugged middle-aged
man, instantly notable for his handlebar mustache. At
that moment, he was perched on a desktop, reading a
passage aloud from one of the “Junie B. Jones” books
and tossing out questions about plot and vocabulary and
character development.
Just then, I noticed one of the boys in class was
wearing a jester’s hat, apparently with Wieland’s sanguine approval. A whole array of hats, including a

Viking helmet, were hanging from the walls. There was
also a picture of Wieland, on a dare from a previous
year’s class, wearing a dress.
As I absorbed the unlikely adornments, Wieland
closed the book and turned his attention to a boy who
had finished a make-up test in math. Unimpressed by
the result, Wieland declared in a stentorian tone,
“Tedrick, to the dungeon!” And everyone in the room,
including Tedrick, laughed, not at his fate but at their
iconoclastic teacher.
It is relevant to mention that McNair Elementary
School is run by the Defense Department at Fort
Bragg, N.C. All of the two-dozen pupils in the class-

room were children of soldiers in the 82d Airborne
Division, and at least one-third had a parent deployed
in either Iraq or Afghanistan. As for Gary Wieland, he
was a veteran of 30 years in the military who won the
Silver Star for service with the Special Forces in Vietnam. He taught Sunday school at an evangelical Christian church, and he had signed photos on his desk of
President Bush, thanks for campaign contributions.
I say all this to point out that Mr. Wieland’s classroom in McNair Elementary was not the place I
expected to find inspired irreverence. Yet it was occurring right before my eyes. And the approach plainly
succeeded, because I knew from McNair’s principal that
Wieland’s students scored near the 95th percentile on
the Terra Nova standardized tests in math and reading.
The more time I spent in Wieland’s room, the
more layers of his effective teaching I saw. Knowing
that Tedrick’s father was posted in Iraq, Wieland let the
boy develop and present a research project about his
Dad’s water-purification unit there. All the parents
overseas were able to e-mail their children right in
Wieland’s classroom. Sometimes at the end of the day,
when the students were gone, Wieland would sit in the
chair of every child with a parent at war and pray for a
safe return.
The lesson I drew was broader than Wieland and
McNair. The mixture of rigor and humor, the use of
performance to put across curriculum, the deeply palpable sense of caring from teacher to student and family –
these were the characteristics that I had seen in successful classrooms, whether in a heavily immigrant school
in a Georgia meat-packing town or an alternative
school for the disaffected children of corporate executives in Chicago’s tony suburbs. They are traits nearly
impossible to quantify and yet readily observed.
By the time I walked into Wieland’s room, you see,
I had been observing teachers and students in similar
rooms for nearly 28 years. I started covering education
in January 1979 for Suburban Trib, a subsidiary of the
Chicago Tribune, and I have continued coming back to
the subject ever since, once at book length, lately as a
twice-monthly columnist for The New York Times.
By a conservative estimate, I have spent 500 days of
my professional life watching, listening, and taking
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
notes in classrooms.
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We have such a profusion of
At the outset, I am chastened to
admit, I did not realize how essenmovies about schools, from “Up the
tial such first-hand reporting is to
Down Staircase” to “Freedom WritAt the outset, I am
excellent education journalism.
ers,” because filmmakers recognize
chastened to admit,
Somewhere in my storage locker
the dramatic potential of classroom
there rests a photo from my first year
activity, of the chemistry between
I did not realize
on the education beat, taken while I
teacher and student. Any journalist
how essential such
was doing a story on kindergarten
or nonfiction author should be as
opening day. My chin sinks into my
alert. If the golden rule of narrative
first-hand reporting
hands, my pen lies flat atop my
writing is “Show me, don’t tell me,”
notepad, and my face broadcasts
is to excellent eduthen the events of a classroom proutter boredom. I am sure
vide more than enough raw material
cation journalism.
I was thinking how dull it was to
– monologue, dialogue, collaborawatch a bunch of 5-year-olds having
tion, friction, accomplishment,
circle time.
futility, laughter, yawns, tears.
I was totally wrong, I now realRarely in my experience have
ize, partly because in the intervening years I have
teachers or students falsely performed for their journalbecome a parent. What could be more intrinsically draistic audience of one. If you sit in the back, as I do, peomatic than the first day of school? What could fill parple quickly forget you are there. After several months of
ent, teacher, and pupil with more anticipation and
attending class daily at Seward Park High School in
anxiety? I was so smug, I missed all of it.
Manhattan for what would become my book “Small
Victories,” even though I had clearly identified myself,
a number of students still thought I was some guy from
the Board of Ed.
More important, the classroom is the place where a
journalist can most accurately take measure of educational quality. I could see, in a short time, just what kind
of teacher Gary Wieland was and what kind of school
McNair was. I certainly put my hypothesis to the test by
checking the school’s record on basic-skills exams and by
interviewing parents and students away from the building. As is so often the case, the evidence tended to support the impression I had gleaned from the classroom.
As journalists, we live in an age of multitasking and
myriad devices. We report with cell phones and Blackberrys, conduct research through Google, navigate
Before long, however, I learned that no part of
between windows on our laptops as we write. Being in
reporting on education was more stimulating for me as
a classroom forces us back to first principles. Watch.
a writer, or more revealing of academic success or failListen. Think. The passion and magic of education is
ure for me as an analyst, than to behold a classroom in
right there, waiting to be captured. ᔢ
action. In its physical arrangement alone, a classroom
Samuel G. Freedman is a professor of journalism at
resembles a kind of theater, and the actions within it
Columbia University. He is the
certainly form the most fundamental drama in educaauthor of six books, including “Small
tion. The events in a classroom take place without the
Victories: The Real World of a
mediation, buffering or spin-doctoring of the publicists,
Teacher, Her Students and Their
bureaucrats, ideologues, and theorists who otherwise
High School” and “Letters to a
work so hard to separate the journalist from the actual
Young Journalist.” He also writes the
enactment of teaching and learning – or the terrible
“On Education” column for The
absence of it.
New York Times.

“

”
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Good Reporting Places Education Wars in Context
Go beyond the fiery rhetoric to show readers how competing philosophies affect learning.
By Dale Mezzacappa
Reading wars. Math wars. History vs. social studies.
Multiculturalism vs. cultural literacy and a common
culture. Skills vs. content. Instruction vs. discovery.
Self-esteem vs. standards.
Sometimes schools and education feel like a battlefield, with competing political, social, religious, and
philosophical forces vying for position with studies,
reports, laws, and press releases as their weapons. These
fights often are not polite disagreements over technique
or emphasis. They can
escalate into bitter public
affairs, where one set of
protagonists
accuses
another of destroying children’s futures, brainwashing them, or undermining
the family. Parents can be
the protagonists, and parents, children, and
reporters can become
pawns.
These make for juicy
stories of conflict. As with
any battle that breaks into
the open, journalists have
to cover these fights when
they roil the PTA, school
board or, increasingly, the
local corner of the blogosphere. However, covering
only the conflict neglects
to explain to readers or
listeners the more vital story, which is about classrooms
and how the political and philosophical confrontations
are affecting teaching and learning. After the raucous
meeting of the local or state school board, reporters
need to work hard to understand the larger context of
the dispute and get out into classrooms to provide a
reality check.
These fights are part of the larger tug-and-pull in
our society known as the “culture wars,” which are
fought over values, traditions, morality, and politics.
Such conflicts are not new, even if they flare up periodically in different locales. But regardless of the noise
these debates generate, actual classroom instruction

in all subjects is remarkably stable – for better but often
for worse.
Broadly speaking, theories of education have settled into two camps. One, which in part goes back to
Plato, contends children are vessels to be filled with the
knowledge and skills deemed most valuable, and they
need systematic instruction, drilling and repetition to
master them. Plato saw the role of education as revealing the beauty of an orderly universe. Once taught
truth, he believed,
pupils would reject its
opposite. The other
camp – largely guided by
the theories of American
philosopher John Dewey
and the Swiss philosopher
and psychologist Jean
Piaget – argues that children, and society, construct knowledge and
reality through activities
and experiences over time.
The
differences
between the two philosophies guide competing
visions of the role of the
teacher. In the first, the
teacher instructs, passing on information,
modeling skills, explaining concepts. In the
other, the teacher gently guides children through learning activities in which
they discover ideas and knowledge for themselves. For
example, one way of teaching young children the
Pythagorean theory is to explain and illustrate it, provide examples, demonstrate the algebraic application
and then have students practice. Another way would be
to provide groups of students with protractors and
rulers and a series of triangles and ask them to work
together to discover the relationship and then describe
it. Since students need to both gain knowledge and be
able to apply it, both approaches have merit.
There is often greater consensus about these issues
than the warring parties acknowledge. CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Top-notch reporting, by journalists who get into classrooms and know what to look for, can blunt rather than
fuel the vehemence of these controversies.

The READING Wars: phonics vs. whole language
Some of us are old enough to remember “Dick and
Jane,” mainstay of the “look-say” method of teaching
reading. In 1955, Rudolf Flesch wrote “Why Johnny
Can’t Read,” a hugely influential book that denounced
this method and advocated the systematic teaching of
the sounds associated with letters, known as phonics. By
the 1990s, “whole language,” whose proponents
believed that children needed to know only small
amounts of phonics as they concentrated on absorbing
the meaning of the passages, became popular.
These days the term “whole language” is no longer
in vogue, driven out by attacks on its effectiveness starting in the 1990s. Instead, you’ll hear the term “balanced
literacy.” This approach is a bit more structured but still
pays less explicit attention to letters and their sounds
than many would like. Those who think phonics are
overemphasized use the epithet “drill and kill” to signal
their opposition to lessons they say destroy creativity
and imagination. But keep in mind that phonics is not a
teaching method – it’s one of the elements good readers
must master.
Despite those debates, researchers agree that students need to know phonics, be aware that words can be
broken into sounds, have a good working vocabulary
and be able to read fluently and comprehend meaning.
Catherine B. Snow, a prominent researcher at Harvard
University, says comprehension is a major issue and the
source of the huge gaps in reading scores that open up
after the fourth grade along socioeconomic lines.
What you’ll see in good classrooms:
In good primary grade classrooms, where reading is
taught most explicitly, you’ll see a variety of techniques
and activities: teacher-led reading, individual reading,
discussions of the sounds of letters, practice with the
sounds of letters, many opportunities to write, children
talking about authors, and so on. You should be able to
see such variety in the classrooms of teachers who rely
on direct instruction as well as those whose lessons
resemble literacy workshops.

The MATH Wars: reform math
vs. traditional math
Like the reading wars, math wars have a long history. But the terms “reform” and traditional math have
8

been in use for only about the past 20 years, since the
1989 publication of a set of standards by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics that tried to nudge
teachers away from concentrating solely on accurate
calculation. Experts such as Deborah Loewenberg Ball
of the University of Michigan urge reporters to eschew
both terms, saying they mean little.
Some of the controversies here involve the proper
use of calculators, the use of objects called “manipulatives” to illustrate math concepts, the proper role of
memorization, and the need to learn and practice standard “algorithms” or mathematical processes. Controversies tend to erupt over commercial curricula such as
TERC or “Everyday Math” or “Connected Math,” all
of which were created based on the 1989 standards.
They spark controversy because critics say they underemphasize the need to learn to do rapid calculations.
Despite those worries, surveys of classrooms have found
that most of the time devoted to math in the United
States is spent learning to calculate.
Regardless of the program or philosophy, students
need to:
ᔡ Understand mathematical concepts and operations, such as addition and subtraction, and solving
algebraic equations.
ᔡ Perform these procedures fluently and accurately.
ᔡ Be able to represent a situation mathematically. (If
Johnny has 15 candies and four friends he wants to
share with, how many candies does each get …)
ᔡ Be able to talk about the math, explaining one’s
reasoning.
ᔡ Be inclined to think that math is sensible and worth
working to learn.
What you will see in good classrooms:
Many different representations of math and math
problems, regular math lessons (some observational
studies have found that math can get short shrift), kids
talking about math and explaining their work, evidence
that students know math facts and procedures.

The HISTORY Wars
This is one battle that seems to have been put to
rest with the advent of state academic standards laying
out what students need to learn. Controversies in the
past involved whether history should be taught from a
multicultural perspective – to recognize the contributions of minority groups – or as a way of uniting society
through a common history. But conflict still can break
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out, especially when periodic assessments show that
American students still don’t know much about history
or when textbooks incorporate recent events, such as
the 9/11 attacks. The proper balance between learning
facts-such as the dates and causes of the U.S. Civil War
– and being able to conduct research, use original documents, and make inferences will always be a part of
education debates. But clearly both are necessary and
the issue again comes down to the skills of the teacher
and whether schools are providing appropriate curricular materials and modes of instruction
What you’ll see in good classrooms:
In middle and secondary school classrooms, students should be expected to do research and write about
their findings. They should engage in discussions, based
on their research and not just opinions, and should have
opportunities to work with original documents, contemporaneous letters, and data.

The SCIENCE Wars
As with history, educators don’t always agree on the
proper balance between knowing facts and being able to

Tools
for Reporting
on Teaching:
What to
Look for in
Classrooms

apply them. There is little disagreement, however, that
it’s essential that students learn the fundamentals of
the scientific method. In fact, the National Science
Teachers Association recommends that 80 percent of
class time be spent on experiments and hands-on activities. Beyond that, reporters should have a sense of
what’s in the state standards regarding science.
To learn science well, students need to be taught by
well-trained teachers who know their subject well. And
they need to be able to conduct experiments in wellequipped laboratories. Many states are increasing graduation requirements for science but have no plans for
making sure teachers are well-prepared or classrooms
are well-equipped.

Summing up
Regardless of the subject matter, education writers
must get beyond “the wars” and the political conflict
that accompanies them. They need to get out into
schools and classrooms and learn about the real issues –
knowledge and preparation of teachers, class size,
equipment, and materials – that prevent American children from learning as well as they should. ᔢ

It’s often hard to get out of the newsroom and into classrooms, with all the pressure to crank out stories... When
journalists do venture out, they should bring with them a
working knowledge of the elements of great teaching to
know what to look for.

http://cotsen.org/cotsen-hechinger

This new web site includes
short videos of actual
classrooms and teachers,
with real-time commentary.
Videos focus on:
• Classroom environment
• Instruction
• Content
• Assessment
• Effects on students
This framework is based on
current research and on
more than 400 classroom
observations by Cotsen’s
experts.
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Cut to the Heart of Learning by Analyzing a Classroom
A journalist-turned-Ph.D. offers advice for observing teacher-student interactions critically.
By Jenny DeMonte
For the past 40 years, education journalism in the
United States has focused on two things: money and
test scores.
But interestingly, the hundreds of stories on these
two issues rarely reach into the heart of education, the
place where the rubber meets the road: inside classrooms where teaching touches students. This is where
the money gets spent and the future test scores are
decided. But what teachers do with students rarely
makes it into news stories.
As a former journalist now ﬁnishing a doctorate in
educational studies, I understand now why reporters
tend to turn away from covering actual instruction.
Teaching is intellectually challenging and difﬁcult work,
so much so that many reporters don’t know how to
observe and translate it into a news story. Although I
wrote and edited many stories on education, I can’t
think of one that delved into instruction the way it
could have.

Yet teaching creates the moment when students
either learn or don’t. Understanding what goes on in
classrooms, and whether it is helpful in improving student learning, is essential for journalists who want to
throw a spotlight on the potential and failure of education in the United States. What I try to do here is provide a way to look at life inside classrooms – with
attention to the lower elementary grades – to help
reporters observe teacher actions and student responses
in a critical way.
Imagine we’re in a classroom watching a mathematics lesson. An elementary school teacher has her
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students complete several two-digit multiplication
problems and write out their work. One student completes a problem this way:
1

2

35
x 25
255
80
1055
The answer is incorrect. Simply marking this problem “wrong,” though, doesn’t help the student understand how to get the right answer. You may know how
to do this problem correctly, but to be a good teacher,
you must be able to ﬁgure out what the student did,
explain why it is wrong, and help her understand how to
do it right.
That’s why teaching is hard. This student doesn’t
know how to carry the tens, and as a result she takes the
carried tens (2), multiplies 2 times 5 and adds the
answer, 10, instead of simply adding 2 to the partial
product. He does the same thing again in the other column, multiplying 1 times 2 before adding it, getting 80
instead of 70.
The student obviously doesn’t understand why he’s
carrying the number, or that the carried 2 really represents 20 and the 1 really represents 10. The teacher has
to understand the underlying algorithm enough – and
know the student well enough – to help him puzzle out
for himself what will work.
Try it sometime in a room full of 9-year-olds. It is
easier said than done.

This is just one example of the complex interactions that occur by the minute in classrooms. In reading, the instruction often consists of questions and
responses, which seems pretty obvious. But there are
questions, and there are better questions. To know
whether a teacher is pushing students intellectually
takes some work. Below are two examples of teachers
questioning fourth-grade students, all of whom attend
disadvantaged schools. (The examples are illustrative
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only, and are parts of larger lessons.) In the ﬁrst example, students have all read an article and as a group discuss it with the teacher.
Teacher: What did this article tell you about?
Student: They used dog sleds and no technology to get
to the North Pole.
Teacher: Is there anything else special about this trip?
Student: They had to navigate by the sun.
Teacher: Anything else?
Student: They had to drag a lot of stuff to get back.
Teacher: So there were dog sleds and there was no
technology. How many people and how many
dogs reached the North Pole?
Student: Six people.
Teacher: And how many dogs?
Student: Twenty.
Teacher: Right.
An experienced observer might notice that the
questions ask students to simply repeat what they
already read. Some educators would say that this
exchange is not about instruction at all, but it is simply
assessment – the teacher assesses whether students
remember what they read and understand the basic
information in the text.
But lessons change from day to day and build on
previously learned knowledge. While watching teachers, you have to consider that lessons might start with
simple recall before working through inferences and
story structure.
The teacher of the lesson below is asking students
to apply complex skills and ideas to understand texts
after they had read multiple stories over the course of
several weeks. You might take the measure of the
exchange and then question the teacher afterward; for
instance, asking why she didn’t dig even more deeply,
how she deals with students at different stages of comprehension and why she chose these stories.

big thread that’s being woven through all of
the books we’ve read?
Student: In every story there is a child.
Teacher: The main character is a young person. So that
means, how is the author telling the story?
Student: From a child’s point of view.
Teacher: Right, right. OK, what’s a common theme?
Student: Every child has had a problem.
Student: I might be wrong, but are they all a memoir?
Teacher: Let’s take a look at that a minute. Are they
all memoirs in a way?
Student: Well, I think that “Just Plain Fancy,” that
doesn’t seem like a memoir.
Teacher: Why not?
Student: Because it wasn’t a memory about something.
Teacher: What is a memoir?
Student: A memoir is when someone did something in
the past and then they pull back and remember it.
Teacher: OK, is that what happened in “Just Plain
Fancy”?
The lesson continues with the teacher leading students in a discussion about whether the four books are
memoirs and asking for evidence to support their
claims. This complex lesson uses multiple skills – from
simply remembering the book’s content, to identifying
story structure and plot, to comparing all of these to
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Student: What we were doing with all four of these
books was, we were trying to weave a common thread through the books.
Teacher: Do you have anything to add about what a
common thread is?
Student: A common thread is also a theme, it’s a theme
that is in every book that we read.
Teacher: Good. Who can tell what a theme is?
Student: The objective, the main objective.
Teacher: OK, what is a common thread through all the
books? What’s the main theme? What’s the
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other books in order to draw conclusions about the
genre and author’s intent. These books, though, are
fairly easy-to-read books, not dense novels. Still, expert
teachers can use simple texts to offer instruction in
complex ideas.
The teacher in this vignette also takes advantage of
an unusual or unexpected student response. One student suggests that a story is a memoir, which veers off
the trajectory of the lesson. The teacher seizes on this
moment to push students to more fully consider the
genre. She recognizes in an instant what the question is,
what the possibilities are for the students, and then
shifts the direction of the discussion to use this moment
to its greatest advantage.
I offer these examples so reporters can glimpse how
instruction of students in the same grade in the same
conditions might differ dramatically depending on the
teacher. Of all the aspects of education, this is the one
with the greatest potential to change student outcomes.
Yet reporting on teaching demands that journalists look

closely and learn what interactions are at the heart of a
good education, and to ask questions when they don’t
see it. To do this, journalists must be able to distinguish
between superﬁcial teaching and teaching that requires
kids to think deeply and engage in learning. Proﬁles of
schools should include classroom vignettes that focus
on teaching and learning, and should also give educators a chance to explain what they’re doing and why.
Neither more money nor better tests will actually
improve educational outcomes without a laser-like
focus on what goes on in classrooms between
teachers and students. Only that will make possible the
high quality education that we
should expect in all of our schools. ᔢ
Jenny DeMonte was a reporter and
editor for 15 years, and will receive a
Ph.D. in educational studies from the
University of Michigan in 2007.

Resources: Experts on Teaching and Learning
SCIENCE INSTRUCTION

LITERACY AND WRITING INSTRUCTION

Pamela Aschbacher
Director of research
Pre-College Science Initiative
California Institute of Technology
626-395-8744
pama@caltech.edu

Lucy Calkins
Professor
Reading and Writing Project
Teachers College, Columbia University
212-678-3931
Lmc71@columbia.edu

ASSESSMENT

Susan B. Neuman
Professor
University of Michigan
734-615-4655
sbneuman@umich.edu

Eva Baker
Professor
University of California, Los Angeles
National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing
310-206-1530
baker@cse.ucla.edu

Linda Darling-Hammond
Professor
Stanford University
650-723-3555
ldh@stanford.edu

MATH INSTRUCTION
Deborah Loewenberg Ball
Dean, School of Education
University of Michigan
deborahball@umich.edu
734-647-1637

TEACHING AND PEDAGOGY

EFFECTS OF SCHOOLING
Geoffrey D. Borman
Professor
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Wisconsin Center for Education Research
608-263-3688
gborman@education.wisc.edu
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TEACHER QUALITY,
POLICIES ON TEACHING

Thomas Hatch
National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools and Teaching
Teachers College, Columbia University
212-678-4087
hatch@tc.columbia.edu
TEACHER QUALITY,
EFFECTS OF TEACHING
Kati Haycock
President
Education Trust
202-293-1217
KHaycock@edtrust.org
Heather Peske
Researcher
Education Trust
202-293-1217 ext. 351
hpeske@edtrust.org
TEACHING CAREERS,
TEACHER MENTORING

Gary Fenstermacher
Professor of Education Emeritus
University of Michigan
520-207-4952
gfenster@umich.edu

Ellen Moir
Executive director
New Teacher Center
University of California, Santa Cruz
831-459-1305
moir@ucsc.edu

TEACHERS AND TEACHER QUALITY

TEACHER QUALITY, EQUITY

Dan Goldhaber
Research Professor
Evans School of Public Affairs
University of Washington
206-685-2214
dgoldhab@u.washington.edu

Jeannie Oakes
Professor, University of California, Los
Angeles
310-206-8725
oakes@ucla.edu
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The Six Essential Elements of Good Teaching
Cotsen Foundation draws on the observations of mentors to help journalists identify what works.
By Richard Lee Colvin
Journalists who visit schools should sense a “buzz in the
classroom,” says Julie Clark, a teacher who mentors her
colleagues at Roosevelt Elementary in Santa Monica,
Calif. Another suggests that visiting journalists should
see students who “just can’t wait to get going on something.” A Southern California mentor teacher says
teaching is “a joyful dialogue … like a dance between
teachers and students.” Learning, she adds, shouldn’t be
a “tug of war in which the teacher wants the students to
pull in a certain direction.” Excellent teachers inspire
their students to do the challenging work that learning
requires and are inspired by them.
Those descriptions capture something journalists
should always keep in mind while observing classrooms.
Teaching and learning are not isolated from one
another, with the teacher teaching and the student
learning. Teaching methods, philosophies and styles
range widely. On one end of the methodological scale is
direct instruction: The teacher is teaching children how
to do something, by describing the steps, providing
important knowledge, giving directions. On the other
end is what is termed discovery or exploratory learning,
which at its most extreme involves children engaging in
activities and drawing their own conclusions with guidance from the teacher along the way. [See related
article p. 7] Journalists will cover disputes about the
apparent conflict between those philosophies. But the
reality is that excellent teachers use both techniques as
well as many others when they are appropriate, guided

by their judgment and their knowledge of research and
their students.
The Cotsen Family Foundation of Los Angeles was
founded by businessman Lloyd E. Cotsen to promote
the “art of teaching.” The foundation selects schools to
work with based on applications by their teachers. A
mentor from each school is chosen to work full time
with his or her colleagues. That mentor spends numerous hours observing other teachers and is involved in
selecting new schools to participate. In a group interview, several of the mentors discussed what they look
for and what journalists should look for as well.
Cotsen has drawn on the many observations of mentors to identify six essential elements of good teaching:
ᔡ Physical environment. Classrooms are environments and can be a teaching tool, with examples of
good work, progress indicators, and lots of materials and books.
ᔡ Social environment. The relationships among the
teacher and students also can be a learning aid, providing support for learning or squelching it.
ᔡ Instruction. This is what first comes to mind in
regard to classrooms, but it’s complex and can be
hard to capture. In good classrooms you’ll see lectures, group activities, discussions, practice, and so
on. Variety is key.
ᔡ Content. What is being taught is as important as
how it is being taught. Is it challenging? Does it
meet state standards?
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Advice From the Mentors

If you can’t identify [the
point of the lesson], the
students won’t be able
to either.
– Bonnie Houck

There isn’t a formula
for good teaching.
–– Cathy Nguyen

The first thing journalists should do when
they go to classrooms
is look at the kids.
– Sean Lindsay
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Ask the teacher to tell
you about the lesson.
What came before?
What follows?
– Graciela Barba-Castro
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ᔡ Assessment. All good teachers assess their students’
progress, against classroom, district, state, and
national standards. Teachers also adjust their teaching based on results.
ᔡ Effects on student. What students have learned is
the ultimate test of good teaching.
In conversation, mentors come back to these elements over and over. But they also stress repeatedly that
good teaching is not following a recipe. “There isn’t a
formula for good teaching,” said Cathy Nguyen, a mentor in Lawndale, Calif.
Sean Lindsay, a teacher mentoring colleagues at
Alvarado Elementary School in Long Beach, Calif.,
says, “The first thing journalists should do when they
go to classrooms is to look at the kids.” Are they happy
and engaged? Do they know the classroom routines?
Are students talking about the content of the lessons – the importance of place value in math, say, or the
intricacies of cell division – as well as the details of the
assignment? The term you will hear educators use over
and over is engagement. Are the students present mentally as well as physically? Are they thinking? If they are,
you’ll see it – they’re smiling, enthusiastically sharing
ideas among themselves, asking questions and discussing ideas, using classroom terms.
Bonnie Houck, a mentor in Cypress, Calif., said
reporters should be able to identify the point of the lesson. “If you can’t identify it, the students won’t be able
to either,” she said. She also suggests paying attention
to whether students of different ability levels and languages are given chances to learn. A math lesson can be

easier or harder based on the numbers the teacher
chooses to use. Easy or hard, students can grasp the
concept.
But Houck and others said effective teachers have
to be flexible and sometimes set their lesson plan aside,
seizing on what educators call the “teachable moment.”
She said to look for “looseness within a structure.” Graciela Barba-Castro, a mentor in Santa Monica, remembers watching a multiplication lesson. One child raised
her hand and said multiplication was like addition.
“No,” the teacher said, “this is multiplication.” The
child was right, of course, but it didn’t fit with the
teacher’s plan.
Here are some other tips for journalists from
the mentors:
ᔡ “If journalists see kids asking the teacher all the
questions, then the teacher hasn’t taught them to be
independent learners. Is the teacher willing to be
challenged?” – Sean Lindsay.
ᔡ “Go back to the objective of the lesson and ask the
students those specific things.” – Bonnie Houck.
ᔡ “Consider the culture of the school. Do you see
collaboration among teachers? Opportunities to
improve? Support from the school leader?”
– Cathy Nguyen.
ᔡ “Ask the teacher to tell you about the lesson.
What came before? What follows?”
– Graciela Barba-Castro.
ᔡ “Have the kids been taught to use what’s in the
classroom? There might be a colorful ‘word wall’ of
new words they’ve encountered, but do students
know how to use it?” – Cathy Nguyen.
Often, the mentors said, journalists write about
teachers as heroes battling the odds. They are directed
to the classroom of the “best” teacher, one who colleagues see as the most visible, articulate or colorful.
Schools also like to point out flashy projects by students. But these mentors suggest seeking out quiet,
reflective teachers who are constantly trying to improve
on what they’re doing. In fact, Barba-Castro said, “It is
the teacher’s daily interactions with a child in a way that
makes them smarter or think in a different way that represents the very skilled part of our job.” ᔢ
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Talk to Students for an Inside Look at High School Life
Statistics can tell part of the story, but personal interviews capture a complex subject best.
By Jay Mathews
In many ways, high schools are harder to cover intelligently than any other kind of public school. This is particularly true when reporters are trying to determine
whether the teaching is engaging and rigorous.
For one thing, high school classes run the gamut in
subject matter and instructional style. An American history teacher in one classroom might give A’s for reviewing movies with Washington themes, while his
colleague next door demands a weekly 10-page paper
on constitutional inconsistencies and never gives more
than a B-plus.
There are statistical ways to determine which high
schools are better than others in challenging students
and preparing them for college. I calculate Advanced
Placement and International Baccalaureate test participation rates with something I call the Challenge Index.
You can also use the College Board’s Equity and Excellence percentage for each school, showing what portion
of its senior class received passing grades on AP exams.
It is theoretically possible, although few people have
ever tried it, to gauge the quality of individual AP teachers by inspecting the subject-by-subject breakdown of
AP results on the annual grade report the school
receives from the College Board.
But journalism should be more about people than
numbers. In that search for human stories, high schools
have one very useful feature: plenty of thoughtful and
observant students. I cannot overemphasize the importance of making contact with these young people. No
matter what has drawn you to a school, look for a
chance to sit down with a tape recorder and let the
objects of all that teaching tell you what they know.
Students can easily identify which teachers are best.
Armed with those recommendations, you can sit in
good teachers’ classrooms and take notes on their tough
questions, challenging assignments, and helpful
insights. Students can also tell which teachers are the
worst, but catching those instructors being inattentive
and cruel and wrong and lazy is not so easy. They will
often let you sit in their classes, and you can sometimes
catch revealing moments. But the best stories about bad
teachers come from interviews with their students.
When I was hanging around Mamaroneck High
School in the suburbs north of New York City in the
1990s, I checked in regularly with Joy Sarlo. She was

not a leading scholar by any measure, but she knew that
school. She was a cheerleader, a lifeguard and a student
of human nature. She was the one who told me about
the course in which she got a good grade for doing no
work at all.
The class was Art and Studio Photography. The
teacher never took attendance. Sarlo said she appeared
in that class only four or five times that semester, but
her report card showed only two absences. She got the
impression that the only assignment on which she
would be graded was a photo essay at the end of the
semester. When she made a rare appearance in class on
the last day of the term to hand in her project, the

teacher was nowhere to be found. She turned in nothing, confident that would not be a problem. Sure
enough, her report card revealed that in Art and Studio
Photography she had gotten an 85 – a nice, solid B.
Of course to gain the best access to these interesting people, you have to get into the school. Many districts are leery of reporters spending days or weeks in
classrooms. But it is not as difficult to arrange as many
think.
The key is the principal. Pick a school that interests
you, find out what the school is doing right – every
school has something to brag about – and tell the principal, during an interview in which you get his or her
life story, that you would like to see this strong program
in action. That is usually all it takes. CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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The editorial that caught my eye was in MamaroThat school’s strong point – whether it is a good drama
neck High School’s newspaper, the Globe. It decried
curriculum, a strong reading teacher team, an awardrules that required students to get a certain grade in a
winning foreign language department or something
prerequisite course before they could take an AP
else – can be made part of a larger story of how such
course. I asked David Abramowicz, the student who
teaching is being done in your area, and in the country.
wrote the piece, if he had a particular case in mind. He
It is enough to persuade the principal, and your editor,
told me about Kerry Constable, a senior who had been
that you are pursuing a worthwhile story.
barred from taking AP U.S. History because of bad
But don’t limit yourself to that topic. As you intergrades her sophomore year. She had studied for the AP
view the principal, teachers, students and parents, ask
exam on her own and gotten a passthem about their lives and see what
ing score, a startling turn of events
they think is most interesting
that undermined the school’s
about that school. You will collect
assumptions about who was ready for
more story ideas that way than
For me, sitting
AP and who was not.
you can ever use.
in class does not
I confirmed what had happened
For me, sitting in class does not
in
long
interviews with Kerry and
inspire as many publishable articles
inspire as many
with the chairman of the social
as long interviews with students and
publishable articles
studies department, a fine teacher
teachers. What you see and hear is
whose class I had observed many
often uninteresting to readers,
as long interviews
times. He thought the policy was
although in some cases with the
right, and that Kerry’s bad grade in
proper context you can develop news
with students
10th grade meant AP history was not
stories. In one Northern Virginia
and teachers.
for her. Her unusual persistence
high school, while doing a story on
proved him wrong.
how good students were treated difThat was a story that people
ferently at different schools, I saw a
would read and remember, and often
teacher tell her class to start grading
ask me about. Readers could see themselves, or their
each other’s essay assignments. This was my first expochildren, in Kerry, a gutsy teenager who wanted to
sure to the controversial practice of peer editing, which
make a point. I had all sorts of statistics that showed
produced a front-page story. While watching an Engthat Mamaroneck’s policy did not make much sense, but
lish class in suburban Maryland for a story about
I needed a story about a real person. I could not get that
Advanced Placement, I saw the teacher begin to diauntil I was inside the school, talking
gram a sentence on the board, a teaching practice I
to everyone and letting them tell me
thought had died years before. The young teacher
what was really going on. ᔢ
explained to me why she had reverted to this old-fashioned method, yielding another good story.
Jay Mathews, a Washington Post
And I found one of my best stories – one that pereducation reporter, writes the weekly
sonalized the issue of challenging classes that has long
“Class Struggle” column for washbeen my focus – reading a student newspaper, which
ingtonpost.com. He also covers
can be an excellent source. Angry student editorials are
school issues in a quarterly column
particularly fertile ground. If something bothers a stufor The Post Magazine. Mathews has written three
dent editor, there is a good chance that it will also
books about high schools and is finishing one on middle
bother your readers.
schools in the inner city.

“

”
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Core Courses Aren’t Enough Without Rigor, Study Finds
In 1983, a federal report called “A Nation at Risk”
declared a state of emergency in American education. It
proposed a core curriculum to ensure that high school
students were prepared for college or meaningful work
after graduation, and as a result, students are taking
more such courses than ever before. But analyses by the
organization that offers the ACT college entrance
examination suggests that core course offerings aren’t
enough to produce college-ready graduates unless
schools improve the rigor – the quality and intensity –
of those classes. In other words, calling a class “chemistry” or “trigonometry” does not make it so.
The report, called “Rigor at Risk” (at
www.act.org/path/policy/reports/rigor.html), found
that three out of four ACT-tested 2006 high school
graduates who took a core curriculum were not
advanced enough to earn a “C” or better in entry-level
college courses. The study also found that while students who took additional higher-level courses in high
school tended to be better prepared for college, a significant proportion of those students were not guaranteed
to succeed either. But rather than encourage high
school students to take more and more college-prep
courses – which it says is neither “realistic nor justifiable” – ACT recommends that schools improve the
quality of their core course offerings. (ACT, formerly

the American College Testing Program, administers the
ACT college placement exam.)
Rigorous, challenging content should be stressed in
all core high-school classes. Also important is what students are expected do with that content: Talking and
writing about it, and applying it in various situations are
important as well. Reporters who visit high school
classes should look for both challenging content and
discussions of that content as well as projects that
require students to exhibit their understanding.
The report cites several factors that contribute to
poor college preparation in high schools. A key problem is that more than half of states do not require students to take core courses in math or science in order to
graduate from high school, nor do state standards specify what students need to learn in those classes if they
are to be ready for college.
“Rigor at Risk” offers specific recommendations
for increasing the rigor of high school courses. The
report suggests requiring that high school graduates
take four years of English and at least three years each
of mathematics, science and social studies. (Your state’s
requirements and how they’re projected to change
through 2011 can be found at the Web site of the
Education Commission of the States, www.ecs.org.) ᔢ

Some Examples of High School Programs With Rigor
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM.
Launched in 1955, the AP Program allows
students to complete college-level coursework while still in high school. Sixty-eight
percent of U.S. high schools now participate in AP, which offers 37 courses in 22
subject areas. Depending on a college’s
policy and on their performance on AP
exams, students may earn college credit,
advanced placement or both. More than
3,600 colleges and universities around the
world recognize AP for credit, placement,
or admissions decisions, including more
than 90 percent of U.S. and Canadian colleges and universities.
www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/a
p/about.html or http://tinyurl.com/28fdl3

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE. IB is a
comprehensive, two-year curriculum
encompassing six academic areas: language, second language, individuals and
societies, experimental sciences, mathematic and computer science, and the arts.
It aims to help students develop the intellectual, personal, emotional and social
skills to live, learn and work in a rapidly
globalizing world. There are more than
546,000 IB students at 2,075 schools in
125 countries; in the United States, 555
high schools offer the IB program. Students take subject exams and may receive
an IB diploma if they score well on tests in
each area. Students who do not earn IB
diplomas may still receive college credit for
individual IB courses. www.ibo.org

To learn more about dual enrollment, AP courses and IB programs,
and their availability in each state, go to www.ecs.org. Education
Commission of the States is a nonprofit organization that helps
governors, legislators, state education officials, and others
develop and implement public policies to improve student learn-

DUAL ENROLLMENT. Dual enrollment lets
students enroll in courses that count for
both high school and college credit. Such
courses can be college-endorsed classes
taught by their high school teachers at
their schools, taught at the college campuses or accessed through a distancelearning provider. Benefits include savings
of time and money, improving the transition from school to college, and allowing
students to sample college learning. Questions have been raised, though, about
whether such programs take the best students out of high school and divert needed
funds from local school districts. The quality of instruction is not always equal either,
critics say.

ing. The ECS site contains a database of information on high school
graduation requirements in all subject areas for every state. It also
has information on what states are doing about changing requirements, and links to research and other Web sites.
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How to Spot a School That Cheats and Find the Real Deal
Reporters who dig below the surface can tell if schools merit praise or an investigation.
By Karin Chenoweth
A teacher once told me that she had chosen what school
to teach in based on her father’s advice. He was a UPS
delivery person who took the measure of a school based
on what he could see between the front door and the
office. There is a lot you can learn about a school’s leadership and climate in those few steps, if you know what
to look for. I call it the UPS test, and recommend it
every time you enter a building, before setting foot in a
classroom:
Is the school dirty or clean? Is the entrance forbidding or welcoming? Are the halls bare or adorned with
recent student work? In the office, do the school’s secretaries look up brightly or with hostility – or do they
ignore you? Are children in the office looking miserable? Are parents in the office looking steamed? When
children are in the hall, do teachers yell at them to be
quiet or softly praise good behavior: “I like the way this
class is walking quietly so we don’t disturb other

classes”? If the principal is in the hall, do children occasionally break away for a hug? Is the hug greeted with a
smile or a harsh word? Does the principal know the students well enough to say things like, “Hi, Shawn, does
your knee feel better?” or “Cheyenne, your grandmother is going to be so proud of how you did on your
spelling test!”?
A few minutes in a school hallway, especially if
replicated many times over a few months, allows a fairly
accurate judgment of whether the school is efficient,
pleasant, and respectful to students, staff, and visitors.
Let’s say that a school – I’ll be talking primarily
about elementary schools here – passes the UPS test
and also has high test scores. Does that mean it is a
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good school? Let’s complicate the question. The school
has high test scores and what is often called a “challenging” population – a high percentage of children of color,
children in poverty, children learning English and children with disabilities.
Some educators and reporters automatically suspect such schools of cheating. Because I have been in
many high-scoring, high-poverty, high-minority
schools that don’t cheat, I never assume this. But that
raises the question – how do I know that such a school
is not cheating? It may be hubris on my part, but I think
I can tell. I hasten to add that I don’t claim omniscience.
If there’s a little inappropriate coaching in a classroom, I
might not be able to detect that. But widespread, organized-by-the-school cheating is as plain as plain can be.
Cheating is a betrayal of the trust between students
and educators. When grownups in a school cheat, they
paint a false picture of what their students know and can
do and thus deny students the chance to get the help
they need. A school that would betray students in that
way is betraying them in lots of other ways as well, ways
that can be seen throughout the school.
To succeed with challenging populations, schools
can’t be sloppy about anything. They must be thoughtful and efficient about curriculum, professional development, interventions for children who need help, discipline
and school atmosphere. Further, all the grownups in the
building need to be working from the same page, which
requires collaboration and communication.
Reporters can sort the legitimate from the illegitimate by looking for the right things.
First is the principal’s reaction when you call. If you
say, “I’m interested in what you do to get your high
scores” and the principal doesn’t welcome you to the
school to see for yourself, that’s reason to wonder. Most
principals of legitimately high-scoring schools are eager
to share what they are doing. Two caveats: Some central
offices discourage granting journalists such access, so a
refusal for a visit may not signify anything about the
school. Second, even good principals may be reluctant
to spend time educating a novice or someone they don’t
trust will be fair to the school. That said, refusal or
reluctance is more often than not a red flag.
Once in a school, these are some of the things
I look for:
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ᔡ Overall atmosphere – the UPS test.

“

ᔡ How the school uses time. The
day should be scheduled both to
ensure that teachers have time to
collaborate and enough uninterrupted time in class to provide
coherent instruction.

ᔡ How the school plans its instruction. Do teachers plan together or
separately? If they say they plan
together, do they meet daily,
weekly, or monthly? Hint: If there
is not a formal way for teachers to
meet at least weekly, with opportunities to work together informally
more frequently than that, there’s
not a lot of collaboration going on.

Is there a sense that
all of the teachers
are in it together?
This is what’s called
a teacher network,
and it is a crucial
factor in good
schools.

ᔡ How teachers interact. When they are together, do
they talk about teaching? Do they offer to help one
another? Is there a sense that all of the teachers are in
it together? This is what’s called a teacher network,
and it is a crucial factor in good schools. Sit in on
their meetings.
ᔡ The kind of “test prep” the school does. What I call
“test sophistication” lets students practice a bit so
they know how their state tests look and are constructed. Countless hours spent bubbling in practice
tests and being taught “test-taking strategies” is
something else and should be taken as a bad sign of
how much learning is occurring.
ᔡ How the school tracks student achievement. Schools
should measure each student’s progress multiple
times throughout the year. In addition, ask teachers
about individual students. Teachers should be using a
variety of assessments, informal and formal, throughout each day to identify those who need help.
ᔡ How the school delivers that help. Does it have afterschool tutoring, before-school tutoring, one-on-one
mentoring by volunteers? How does the school link
classroom instruction to tutoring?
ᔡ How teachers keep up with what other teachers are
doing. In a good school, teachers monitor student
achievement data, determine which teachers do better with certain topics – for example, long division –
and observe those teachers’ lessons.
ᔡ The way the principal talks about teachers and students. Are her comments positive and respectful or
negative and dismissive? Does he talk about the curriculum? About teaching?

ᔡ How teachers talk about students. Do they say, “Our kids can
achieve great things,” or do they
say “Our kids are never going to
do as well as kids at [name of
some other school].” Do they
offer excuses, such as, “Well, we
have a lot of children whose parents don’t support them academically”? Or do they identify, for
example, vocabulary acquisition
as a school-wide weakness and
talk about what they’re doing
about it.

”

ᔡ Professional development of
teachers. Is it systematic and tied
to data or is it just whatever workshop the superintendent or principal happened to see
at a recent conference?
ᔡ The role teachers have in decisions such as hiring,
use of federal Title I funds for disadvantaged students
and other grant monies, and school policies and procedures. If the principal is the only one making those
kinds of decisions, teachers are likely to feel disconnected.
ᔡ What students say about the school. Students who
have attended other schools are some of the best
sources of information, because they have a basis of
comparison. Same thing for parents.
ᔡ What students say about what they’re reading. Ask
them to name their favorite books and note if a wide
variety of books is available throughout the school.
Can students explain what they are learning and talk
about what they’re reading?
Schools are complex organisms, and it is impossible
to get a handle on everything that goes on inside. But
reporters who look beyond the surface and gather
information about the ways schools think about instruction and organize their curriculum, time and resources
will make a real start on understanding the schools they
cover – and sorting out whether high scorers deserve to
be praised or investigated. ᔢ
Karin Chenoweth is the
author of “It’s Being Done:
Academic Success in Unexpected
Schools,” published by Harvard
Education Press.
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Stories That Bring Education Issues Alive
Classroom observations can turn a dry policy debate into a compelling human-interest narrative.
Here are some excerpts from newspaper stories in which reporters went inside the classroom to observe,
bringing depth and color to an article or series on an educational issue.

Monique Fields, Dong-Phuong Nguyen and Thomas
French of the St. Petersburg Times spent months shadowing a group of Tampa seventh-graders to produce
“13: Life at the Edge of Everything” in May 2003. In
chronicling a difficult age, they illustrated the educational challenges faced by middle schools.

Mrs. Borchers sits
at the front of the
room, listening to
every word. She’s
calling up students
one at a time for
conferences. But she keeps one ear permanently
tuned to the running dialogue around her.
She’s a spy, Mrs. Borchers. This is just her third
year of teaching – she’s only 25 – but already she has
learned to pay attention to anything and everything
her students are willing to reveal about themselves.
She knows that if she wants to reach these kids, she
needs to understand them first. She has to know
what they’re thinking, what they care about, what it
feels like to walk in their low-rise jeans.
Out of the adult population in the United States,
a small percentage is truly cut out to be teachers.
And only a handful are insane enough to teach seventh-graders. The kids are too volatile, too annoying,
overflowing with hormones.

When they wear a
new pair of shoes or
risk a different
shade of lip gloss,
she notices. When
one of the girls suddenly stops eating and starts avoiding eye contact,
Mrs. Borchers pulls her aside and asks if she’s okay.
And when they dare to make a cutting personal
observation about an adult – a favorite pastime of
most seventh-graders – she does not automatically
freak out. Not long ago, one of the boys approached
her with a concerned look on his face.
“We need to discuss your hair color,” he
said, grimacing.
He had a point. Usually Mrs. Borchers’ hair is
red, but on that day, just for fun, she’d shifted to purple. Unlike some adults, she has no trouble accessing her inner 13-year-old. In fact, she maintains
constant communication with her inner 13-year-old,
so she can remind herself what the world must look
like through the eyes of her students. ᔢ

Chicago Tribune education writer Stephanie Banchero
spent a year with Montie Apostolos’ eighth-grade class
to produce the three-part “Toughest Assignment” series
in September 2007. Banchero’s articles showed how
turning around a troubled school can be costly, even for
a talented, experienced teacher.

Every morning,
Sarah arrived at
Sherman 1 1/2 hours
before the school
day started. A janitor
let her in and she
headed up to Apostolos’ room. There she sat,
surrounded by posters that touted reading strategies and motivational sayings, waiting for her
favorite teacher to arrive.
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Sarah was among
a dozen students
who came for
early-morning
tutoring. But
unlike them, she
never missed a day. And she was the one who turned
on the classroom lights every morning.
A good teacher knows how her students learn.
Apostolos recognized within the first few weeks of
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school that Sarah got flustered when she got
answers wrong. So Apostolos modulated her teaching, figuring out when to push Sarah and when to
pull back.
That morning, it was time to push.
Sarah stood at the board and threw her teacher
a plaintive look.
“Don’t sit there waiting for me to give you the
answer,” Apostolos said. “You need to think. You
need to trust yourself. You need to apply what you
have learned.”

Apostolos walked over to the whiteboard and
stood next to Sarah as if her physical presence might
coax the teenager into the right answer.
“OK, let’s roll,” she said.
After eight minutes working with Apostolos, and
a whiteboard filled with calculations, Sarah solved
the problem.
“That’s beautiful, honey,” a beaming Apostolos
said, offering her trademark old-school fist pump.
“You’ve mastered it.” ᔢ

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel explored the “math
wars” in an October 2003 series by Alan J. Borsuk, Sarah
Carr, Anne Davis, Amy Hetzner and Jennie Tunkieicz. In
this first part, which ran on Oct. 4, 2003, the reporters
observed math instruction –both traditional and reform
– to show how the ways the subject was being taught at
schools throughout the state.

A morning in June
at Thoreau Elementary School on Milwaukee’s far north
side, a school that
uses the recommended math
reform curriculum in Milwaukee Public Schools,
known widely as Investigations:
In a second-grade class, two teachers, Blondell
Currie and Monica Kelsey-Brown, lead two dozen
students through an exercise in which hundreds of
cubes in eight different colors are distributed to students in groups of three or four. The students make
charts based on how many cubes of each color each
group has, and then put all the cubes together to
tally classwide totals.
This is part of learning how to collect data, Currie tells the class. In the course of an hour, actual
numbers are rarely mentioned and there are only a
few instances of actual addition. When the class
pools all its data, it comes up with a total that is
wrong. Currie and Kelsey-Brown praise the way the
students did the project. Kelsey-Brown said

later that the session is good
because “it allows
their critical-thinking skills to process
information.”
In a fifth-grade
class, teacher Beth Ann Schefelker, who won major
national recognition last year for her work, asks students to divide 246 by 12 by creating a story problem. Two girls tell classmates their proposed
method: Twelve sisters each had $20, so that gives
them $240, with $6 left. You split up the $6 and you
get 50 cents more for each sister. So the answer is
$20.50.
One of Schefelker’s students, Tylar Moore, said
it’s “kind of like a myth” that kids don’t learn their
math facts through Investigations, a program used in
about two-thirds of Milwaukee elementary schools.
Most of the kids in the class know that four times
eight is 32, Tylar said, and if they don’t know that off
the top of their head, they know strategies for figuring it out, such as writing 8 four times on a piece of
paper and adding the numbers up. ᔢ
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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In “But Teacher, My Homework Got Run Over at the Taco
Bell Protest” (Los Angeles Times Magazine, Oct. 5,
2003), Richard Lee Colvin used classroom interactions
to tell the story of a new charter school struggling to
serve its students academically.

At a passing glance,
there was a certain
familiarity about this
Los Angeles public
middle-school classroom. The students definitely looked the part – they
were still sweet, still relatively innocent, the boys
barely aware of the girls, the girls only barely able to
tolerate the boys. And there was a teacher standing in
front, talking about the video that was playing.
A closer look, however, revealed that most of the
students were in the back of the room making protest
signs. The few 11- and 12-year-olds watching the
screen saw Guatemalan villagers exhuming the skeletons of victims of that Central American nation’s
bloody civil war. And the social studies teacher made
it clear he thought the U.S. had been on the wrong side.
“That's a mass grave – you've heard about them,”
Shawn McDougal told the class. “The U.S. supported
the government and they were our friends. We gave

them weapons so
they could kill their
own people.”
By contrast, the
guerrillas fighting
the government were, apparently in his view, valiant
heroes. “What's a guerrilla movement?” the teacher
asked, then quickly answered: “People fighting for
change, right? For economic and political reforms, right?
And they opposed the military government.”
He shushed the kids in the back of the room,
then continued: “Remember how we talked about
Afghanistan? About how the U.S. gave money to arm
Osama bin Laden?”
… The lesson given on this autumn day a year ago
was typical for this taxpayer-supported school – where
the war in Iraq is wrong, capitalism is suspect, immigrants are almost always taken advantage of by their
bosses, and the United States and its government are,
if not the enemy per se, then at least misguided. ᔢ

Dale Mezzacappa took Philadelphia Inquirer readers on
a journey with University of Pennsylvania student-teacher
Kelli Funk, who was trying to reach a class of inner-city students at West Philadelphia High School (Philadelphia Inquirer, Sept. 12, 1993). In “Educating Teacher Kelli Funk,”
readers learned about her students’ lives and the shortcomings of their education.

Kelli Funk stands at
the front of room
130 in West
Philadelphia High
School, bantering
with students as
they drift in for
biology.
They slap their backpacks down on long black
science tables grouped in a horseshoe. She waits for
them to settle down. Then her high-pitched “teacher
voice” rings out. “OK, Third Period!”
Kelli Funk is 22 years old, built solidly like the Lancaster County farmer and field hockey player that she
is. She has two earrings in each ear, wavy blond hair,
round red glasses and a guileless smile. She is training to be a teacher, and this class is her boot camp.
“We had a test yesterday,” she says as the com-
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motion subsides.
“From what I can
tell, things didn’t go
exactly as planned.
Maybe as a group
you thought the
test wouldn’t be difficult. Maybe the
problem is we didn’t communicate about it properly.
I’d like you to write on a piece of paper your frustration about yesterday’s test.”
She wades into the center of the horseshoe, idly
placing her hand on a shoulder or two. Seventeen
faces stare back at her.
… Kelli looks out at the impassive faces, and
takes a deep breath. Her voice is urgent.
“This is very important to me,” she pleads. “I’m
learning how to be a teacher. You must help me.” ᔢ
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What I Wish I Had Known as an Education Reporter
One year of teaching in a Philadelphia middle school provides an unforgettable lesson.
By Christina Asquith
I would never let a reporter in my classroom.
That traitorous thought coursed through my brain
as 32 sixth-graders ran all over me. As a reporter, I had
begged to observe classrooms. Now, as a teacher, I
could only imagine some journalist’s cold-hearted portrayal of my classroom chaos. My first lesson of the
year: Be more empathetic to teachers.
Most journalists who have covered the education
beat have wondered what it would be like to turn the
tables. Several years ago, I left my career as a newspaper
reporter to teach inside Philadelphia’s lowest-ranked
middle school and ended up learning a lot about education and education reporting.

Christina Asquith and her sixth-grade class at Julia de Burgos Bilingual Middle
Magnet School in Philadelphia.

I was 26 years old at the time and in a two-year
writing program at the Philadelphia Inquirer. I covered
27 townships in the suburbs, filing daily stories on
police, courts, suburban sprawl and a school system that
was struggling to deal with an influx of Spanish-speaking immigrant children.
Eager to weigh in on the schools issue, I had
observed a few bilingual classes. But the measures of
success or failure were a mystery. As my two-year program drew to a close, I heard about Philadelphia’s emergency certification program. Individuals with bachelor’s
degrees, but no experience or teacher training, were
being recruited to fill the hundreds of vacancies in the
toughest schools.
This was my chance to get closer to the story. Why
were inner-city schools failing? What would I learn
about the beat from stepping into it? And could one

earnest, idealistic teacher (me) make a difference?
I made an inquiry and six weeks later was tossed
classroom keys, without much of an idea what or how
to teach.
My assigned school was Julia de Burgos Bilingual
Middle Magnet School, a century-old stone building
covered with graffiti and barbed wire in a troubled
North Philadelphia Hispanic neighborhood. I was fluent in Spanish, and had spent a year abroad in Chile, so
they assigned me to teach English, social studies and
reading to sixth-grade English-language learners. My
students were nearly all of Puerto Rican descent, with
names like Yahaira, “Big Bird,” and Ernesto. One-third
of the class spoke almost no English. They arrived on
the first brisk September morning wearing puffy
jackets, gold jewelry, and slicked-back hair, and seemed
very respectful.
The teachers, on the other hand, were wary of me,
not out of fear that I was on an “undercover” assignment, as I had expected, but out of a cynical belief that
I would probably quit before Halloween. Why bother
getting to know another revolving-door rookie?
Indeed, as I would later learn, new teachers typically do
quit quickly. On average in the United States, one-third
of new teachers leave urban schools within three years.
In the 1999-2000 Philadelphia school year, 10 percent
of the new hires – 100 teachers – quit in September
alone. Our school started the year with nine vacancies,
and the principal was the school’s third in four years. At
de Burgos, a handful of teachers quit in the middle of
the year, and several more quit or transferred at the end.
As a reporter, teacher attrition had been a pretty
mind-numbing statistic. But as a teacher, I experienced
firsthand the devastating reality behind the numbers:
classrooms without teachers and new arrivals like me
with no books or curriculum to teach from because no
one had ordered them the previous spring. Many special education students – the neediest of all – spent the
entire school year with rotating substitutes.
It often took the Philadelphia school bureaucracy
until well into September to make teacher assignments
due to union regulations, so new teachers had no time
to prepare. Teachers cynically called these late appointments the “Labor Day surprise.” Who would the principal be? Would we have English and math CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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teachers? Who knows! We had to
ᔡ Is the objective of that class stated
see who showed up on the first
and obvious? Many teachers plow
day. We did everything on the fly.
School districts and
through activities just to fill their
Needless to say, very little
40 minutes. Ask yourself at the end
teachers go to
learning went on in this environment.
of the class: What were the stuMiddle school classrooms are
dents supposed to be learning that
extraordinary
particularly hard to fill because
period? If you can’t answer, the
lengths to prepare
teachers know that children from 12
students probably can’t either.
to 15 are at their most rebellious and
Always
be aware that going into a
for outsiders who
disrespectful. Young adolescents are
teacher’s classroom to observe is a lot
moody and susceptible to peer presthey know are there
like going to a person’s house for
sure and bullying. At the same time,
dinner. Even if this person typically
to judge them.
these are the years students are
eats takeout in front of the TV, she
expected to master abstract math
will probably pull out the nice
concepts and complex ideas in their
china, cook something impressive,
other subjects. But many middle
and behave politely for you.
school teachers, especially those in poor urban areas,
Similarly, school districts and teachers go to extralack expertise in the subject they are teaching.
ordinary lengths to prepare for outsiders who they
So, when observing a school, especially a highknow are there to judge them. At my school, when the
poverty school, look for ways to measure not just the
principal knew an outsider would be coming into the
students, but the teaching corps. Ask about the school’s
building, she told the worst-behaving kids to stay at
attrition rate. (More than 8 percent is worrisome.) Are
home and put the students without teachers into other
most teachers certified in their subjects? Is there an
classrooms. Teachers also knew that if they tried to
ongoing teacher training program? How are good
expose the school’s shortcomings they would be punished.
teachers recognized? Good schools have good answers.
Most schools probably aren’t as deceitful as the one
And always follow up your classroom visits by interin my experience. But, if you have only a short time to
viewing the teacher about what you’ve seen.
spend in a classroom, you need to be aware that there is
While reporters should be sensitive to not measure
likely to be some effort to orchestrate what you see.
a teacher’s effectiveness by one visit alone, there are tellThe most useful thing to get out of the experience is
tale signs of an unhappy classroom:
probably the teacher’s trust and home phone number.

“

”

ᔡ Are the students being rude to the teacher?
Students are very aware of the presence of an
outsider, and will try to embarrass a teacher they
don’t like. Conversely, if they like the teacher, they
will express their loyalty by being better behaved
than usual.
ᔡ Can the teacher get the class on task within the first
two minutes of the bell ringing? If the students’
milling around and chatting eats into class time,
the teacher probably also takes a casual attitude to
their learning.
ᔡ Are three to five classroom procedures or rules displayed prominently? This is Effective Teaching
101. I would consider bare walls a sign of teacher
incompetence.
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Then offer to take her out for coffee sometime to pick
her brain. When you can’t be in a school yourself over
an extended period, developing a trusted source who is
inside on a daily basis is the best way
to truly get the best stories. ᔢ
Christina Asquith spent 18 months
working and traveling in Iraq, where
she wrote about the rebuilding of
higher education in Iraq for the
New York Times and other publications. Her book, “Emergency Teacher: The Inspirational Story of a New Teacher in an Inner-City School,”
was published this year by Skyhorse Publishing.
Asquith is currently working on a book about women
in Iraq.
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The Hechinger Institute on Education and the Media at
Teachers College, Columbia University is dedicated to
promoting fair, accurate and insightful coverage of
education, from pre-kindergarten through graduate
school. We carry out our mandate primarily by
holding seminars for national audiences of journalists in locales
across the country as well as by
publishing
guides and
primers on an array of education topics. The publications
are available on our Web site, along with other resources,
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R a d i o , t h e L o s A n g e l e s Ti m e s , Washington Post,
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named for the late Fred M. Hechinger, a former education editor of the New York Times and a trustee of
Teachers College. Support for the Institute and its work
comes from a variety of national foundations.

The Cotsen Family Foundation’s mission is to transform
experienced and capable educators into gifted teachers.
The foundation provides fellowships and grants to
teachers and elementary schools in California to support
the foundation’s mentoring program, the ART of
TEACHING. Through this program, gifted educators
mentor other teachers to help them identify and realize
their potential. Teachers are challenged to continuously
learn and reflect upon their practice, deepen their
subject matter knowledge, and expand their repertoire
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Has this publication inspired you? Given you
guidance on a topic or issue unfamiliar to
you? Let us know. Send the stories you write
to Hechinger@tc.edu. We’ll write about your
efforts in our newsletters.
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